Introduction {#s1}
============

Neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) has been widely used in the clinical treatment of motor dysfunction for many years. Based on the review of Chipchase et al. ([@B7000]) NMES studies includes both functional electrical stimulation (FES) and therapeutic electrical stimulation (TES). Induction of muscle contractions by NMES to supplement or substitute for lost motor functions is referred to as FES (Doucet et al., [@B9]). A typical application of FES is to help patients with spinal cord injury (SCI) to regain the ability to grasp, hold, and release objects (Rupp et al., [@B34]; Thorsen et al., [@B39]). For central nervous system diseases, task-related activation method on brain functional areas is as important as motor assistance for rehabilitation. Some of the studies focus on brain activation induced by NMES which played an important role of rehabilitation in the central nervous system injury. Wegrzyk et al. ([@B40]) contrasted specific brain activation patterns associated with wide-pulse high-frequency (100 Hz--1 ms) and conventional (25 Hz--0.05 ms) NMES. It is worth mentioning that the human brain is highly plastic during development as new connections are formed through task-related processes. Increased excitability in surviving neurons might leads to enhanced motor recovery after stroke (Murphy and Corbett, [@B26]).

Neural image studies reported NMES elicited cortical activation across a wide network of cortical and subcortical structures, similar to that activated during repeated isometric voluntary contractions. A functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study showed significantly different cortical activity in the cerebellar and secondary somatosensory areas between NMES movement and voluntary movement (Iftime-Nielsen et al., [@B18]). Moreover, using near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), a redistribution of cortical brain perfusion was identified in the ipsilesional SMC during the electrical stimulation (Hara et al., [@B16]).

Although questions remain regarding the neural mechanisms underlying the influence of NMES on cortical reorganization, many studies have been conducted to optimize NMES treatment by varying stimulatory factors, such as the current intensity, frequency, pulse duration and location of NMES (Quandt and Hummel, [@B32]; Obiglio et al., [@B30]). The intensity of the stimulation current has also been proven to correlate with cortical excitation, with higher motor evoked potential (MEP) detected during higher intensity stimulation (Sasaki et al., [@B36]). But, Muthalib et al. ([@B27]) reported greater bilateral sensorimotor network activation profile with high NMES current intensities could be in part attributable to increased attentional/pain processing. Moreover, it has been reported that a low-intensity sensory threshold NMES can also induce significant activation over sensorimotor areas and enhance brain connectivity patterns without artifacts (Corbet et al., [@B7]), and, low-intensity NMES showed treatment effects similar to high-intensity NMES in stroke patients (Hsu et al., [@B17]).

To date, the majority of studies on NMES parameters have focused primarily in the stimulation plateau stage and, to our knowledge, there are no reports of investigations of other stages, such as the stimulation current rising stage. In this article, we discuss cortical excitability change to the current changing rate (CCR) in the rising stage of NMES. Our hypothesis was the different CCRs in NMES rising stage would induced variations in sensorimotor cortical activation during NMES with the same current intensity (i.e., pulse amplitude) in the plateau stage and an increasing CCR induced stronger cortical activation even with the less total current charge.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Experiment {#s2-1}
----------

Healthy right-handed graduate students (*n* = 28), aged 22.89 ± 1.663 years were included in this study. All subjects were seated in a comfortable armchair in front of an empty table. During the experiment, subjects were required to remain in a resting state and avoid any unnecessary motion. NMES was applied over the central muscle belly of right-hand wrist extensors in the back of forearm with a pair of 4 \* 4 cm square self-adhesive surface electrode placed at 4 cm intervals (presented in [Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), which was implemented by an FDA approved electrical stimulator (Intelect^®^ Legend XT NMES system, Chattanooga, USA). The basic NMES parameters were a constant-current mode of 30 Hz and a 200 μs pulse duration symmetrical biphasic square-pulsed current (presented in [Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), which widely used in rehabilitation of central nervous system diseases such as post-stroke hemiplegia and paraplegia after SCI (Gregory et al., [@B13]).

![The experimental configuration. **(A)** Experimental set-up. **(B)** Current intensity curve during one neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) trial. **(C)** Temporal structure of stimulation under different conditions, as follows: (a) H-WT; (b) M-WT; (c) L-WT and (d) M-ET.](fnhum-13-00152-g0001){#F1}

The experimental design is presented in [Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Three types of CCR were used, designated high, medium, and low. Under these three CCR conditions, the intensity of the NMES stimulation current increased from 0 to plateau intensity after 0.5 s (high), 2 s (medium), and 5 s (low), respectively. Because different individuals respond differently to the same current intensity of NMES, in order to eliminate individual difference and avoid painful sensations, we use a relative value of "motor threshold" instead of an absolute value of "current intensity". Furthermore, "motor threshold" is a conventional benchmark for NMES current intensity in many previous studies (Boisgontier et al., [@B5]; Lim et al., [@B23]). We set two types of plateau period intensity: within motor threshold (90% current, WT) and exceeding motor threshold (110% current, ET). We increased the NMES intensity by a step of 0.5 mA and stopped at a subject-specific motor threshold by a visible muscle contraction. Before we placed electrodes, subjects' right forearm skin was cleaned. According to the records, the maximum NMES intensities of each subject were below 15 mA. Four experimental conditions were used: 0.5 s rising time and 90% threshold intensity (H-WT); 2 s rising time and 90% threshold intensity (M-WT); 5 s rising time and 90% threshold intensity (L-WT); and 2 s rising time and 110% threshold intensity (M-ET). The execution sequence of four sessions was random, and rest duration of each session was 5 mins. The primary focus of this study was the effect of variation in CCR under the WT condition, the ET condition was included as a control. Because we worried that if the subjects tried to distinguish between stimulation conditions would elicit extra neural activity such as attention and cognitive behavior, we did not require subjects to distinguish them. At the end of the experiment, we recorded the subjects' feelings. Based on the survey, most of the subjects indicated that they were not sensitive to the change of CCR.

The experiment comprised four different sessions, each of which consisted of 25 randomized controlled trials under H-WT, M-WT, L-WT, and M-ET conditions. Each trial included four stages: resting, current rising, plateau, and current falling. The duration of the rest and plateau stages were 5 s each. The duration of rising and decline stages were the same as one another; however, they differed according to the experimental conditions. For example, in an M-WT trial, the rising and falling stage were both 2 s. The experimental protocol was approved by the Ethical Committee of Tianjin University.

EEG Recording {#s2-2}
-------------

EEG signals were recorded using a Neuroscan SynAmps RT EEG amplifier with a 64-channel quick-cap and the International 10/20 system. The reference electrode and ground electrode were placed on the right and left ear lobes, respectively. The impedance of the electrodes was maintained at \<5 KΩ. EEG signals were acquired at a sampling rate of 1,000 Hz and band-pass filtered between 0.05 and 100 Hz. A 50 Hz notch filter was used during data acquisition. Before data analysis, raw EEG signals were down-sampled to 256 Hz.

Data Analysis {#s2-3}
-------------

In this study, we focused on the effects of CCR on cortical excitability, especially sensorimotor regions, so we used standard methods of channel time-frequency maps and source analysis (Gwin and Ferris, [@B15]; Iftime-Nielsen et al., [@B18]).

The mean spectral power changes related to NMES in a time-frequency domain were visualized using the event-related spectral perturbation (ERSP), which provides detailed information on spectral power neural oscillation during different tasks (Makeig, [@B24]; Delorme and Makeig, [@B8]). The ERSP of *n* trials was calculated according to equation (1), as follows:
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where *n* is the number of trials, and *F* is the spectral estimation of the kth trial at frequency f and time t. EEGLAB with MATLAB was used to compute the ERSP (dB) through short-time Fourier transform (STFT) with a Hanning-tapered window (length, 256 points). To produce the baseline-normalized ERSP, the mean power changes in a baseline period (2 s before applying NMES) were subtracted from each spectral estimation. For analysis, ERSP maps from the C3 electrode were displayed from 2 s before to 2 s after the NMES between 8 and 32 Hz. Hereafter, ERSP refers to baseline-normalized ERSP.

The ERSP values of different CCR conditions were compared in five corresponding event-related desynchronization (ERD) frequency bands: alpha1 (8--10 Hz), alpha2 (10--13 Hz), beta1 (13--18 Hz), beta2 (18--24 Hz), beta3 (24--30 Hz), and a single somatosensory steady-state evoked potential (SSSEP) corresponding frequency band, 29--31 Hz. Prior to comparisons, ERSP values were averaged over the entire stimulation plateau period and frequency band.

In addition, the precise low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography (LORETA) approach was used to compute cortical current density distributions from scalp EEG readings (Pascual-Marqui et al., [@B31]). The LORETA method is widely used to evaluate active and resting states of cortex regions. In this study, 6,239 cortical voxels of spectral density were computed using the MNI152 2009c T2 template from a 60-channel scalp EEG.

Sensorimotor integration can be thought of in terms of input-output systems. To analyze the functional activation in cortical sensorimotor areas during NMES, we chose contralateral cortical sensorimotor areas, following Brodmann areas (BA) as regions of interest (ROIs). We defined five ROIs including the premotor cortex (PMC, BA 6), the primary motor cortex (M1, BA 4), the primary somatosensory cortex (S1, BA 3--1--2), the secondary somatosensory cortex (S2, BA 43), and the somatosensory association cortex (SAC, BA 5 and 7) and performed eLORETA source analysis. Two aspects of the activation in each ROI were evaluated: (1) the number of active voxels in each ROI; and (2) the average current density value of all active voxels in each ROI. The former measures the active range in the ROI and the latter determines the strength of activation of these voxels.

For statistical analysis, we used one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to compare the effects of CCR among the three WT conditions by SPSS 20 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). If statistical results conformed to the assumptions of normal distribution (one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test), homogeneity (Student-Newman-Keuls method) and ANOVA results conformed to significant difference between group, we performed comparison of ERSP and the cortical activation in ROIs between different conditions by pairwise *t*-tests with Bonferroni correction (pairs = 2, alpha value = 0.05, tail = 0, by MATLAB 2014b).

Results {#s3}
=======

Event Related Spectral Power {#s3-1}
----------------------------

The results of EEG time-frequency analysis at the C3 electrode are presented in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. When the NMES current exceeded the motor threshold the EEG oscillations in the alpha band were clearly depressed ([Figure 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with numerous previous studies (Blickenstorfer et al., [@B4]; Jang et al., [@B19]). However, even with a stimulation current intensity lower than the motor threshold, the alpha band EEG oscillation was also depressed during NMES ([Figures 2A--C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicate that the ERD alpha band can be induced by NMES within the motor threshold.

![Averaged C3 channel time-frequency maps during NMES under different conditions and statistical analyses. **(A)** H-WT, **(B)** M-WT, **(C)** L-WT, and **(D)** M-ET conditions. Red color bar means band electroencephalograph (EEG) synchronization patterns (ERS) and blue means EEG desynchronization patterns (ERD). **(E)** Comparison among four conditions of event related spectral power (ERSP) at different frequency bands. \**p* \< 0.05.](fnhum-13-00152-g0002){#F2}

In particular, the CCR significantly influenced the ERD strength, with high CCR inducing a marked inhibition of alpha band oscillation, while low CCR only led to a slight depression. One-way ANOVA analysis showed that the ERSP varied significantly among the three CCR conditions (*F* = 8.261, *p* = 0.020). Pairwise *t*-test with Bonferroni correction also demonstrated that the ERSP depression under H-WT was significantly greater than that under M-WT (*p* = 0.021, Cohen's *d* = 1.040) and L-WT (*p* = 0.017, Cohen's *d* = 1.424; [Figure 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

As expected, although WT NMES induced alpha band ERD, the induction was weaker than that induced by ET NMES. Under the same CCR conditions, the ERSP reduction under M-ET was significantly higher than that under M-WT (*p* = 0.014, Cohen's *d* = 2.152; [Figure 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These results demonstrate that not only the intensity of the NMES current in the plateau stage but also the CCR in the rising stage, are important influences on alpha band EEG oscillation. As there are no previous publications that report the influence of F on alpha band ERD, this result suggests a new factor that can be used to optimize NMES treatment.

Another interesting phenomenon observed was the spectral power enhancement around 30 Hz ([Figures 2A--D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). As we can see, the time-frequency maps in [Figures 2A--C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} showed that the frequency bandwidth of the SSSEP around 30 Hz was different and the 30 Hz ERSP in [Figure 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"} is different, which suggested that this 30 Hz neural oscillation phenomenon is a neural response. And, the previous study reported similar neural oscillation phenomena of SSSEP (Müller-Putz et al., [@B25]). Clearly, this enhancement corresponds to the SSSEP induced by periodic electrical stimulation at 30 Hz; however, unlike the ERD alpha band phenomenon, the amplitude of the SSSEP differed significantly according to current intensity, but not CCR. Bonferroni corrected pairwise *t*-test indicated that the SSSEP amplitude in M-ET was no difference with M-WT (*p* = 0.052); and, there was no significant difference among the WT conditions (*F* = 7.218, *p* = 0.076). This suggests that, compared with the simple sensory stimulus responses in SSSEP, the ERD alpha band involves a more complex neural response mechanism.

Cortical Activity {#s3-2}
-----------------

To further evaluate the cortical neural activity, we used the LORETA method to perform EEG source analysis. The cortical areas activated under different experimental conditions are illustrated in [Figures 3A--D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. First, similar to the results presented in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, cortical activation occurred during WT NMES. Cortical activation in the H-WT condition was much stronger than that in the L-WT conditions, both in terms of activation range and activation intensity. In particular, both sides of the sensorimotor area were activated under H-WT conditions, in a similar way to that observed during ET stimulation; however, only one side of the sensorimotor area was activated under M-WT and L-WT conditions. These results suggest that comparable cortical activation can be induced in the absence of actual limb activity.

![Cortical activity determined using the LORETA method and statistical analysis of the results. **(A)** H-WT, **(B)** M-WT, **(C)** L-WT, and **(D)** M-ET conditions. **(E)** Comparison of the active ranges under different conditions in five cortical regions. **(F)** Comparison of the intensity of activity in five regions under different conditions.](fnhum-13-00152-g0003){#F3}

Further comparisons among the effects of different NMES conditions on five areas (S1, M1, S2, PMC, and SAC) are presented in [Figures 3E,F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. In S1, a significant difference was identified among WT conditions in terms of both activated volume and activation intensity (*F* = 6.992, *p* = 0.038; *F* = 8.439, *p* = 0.027). Compared with the L-WT condition, the average activation voxel number in the S1 area increased significantly by 42% under H-WT (*p* = 0.012, Cohen's *d* = 0.689) and by 22% under M-WT (*p* = 0.024, Cohen's *d* = 0.343). These phenomena correspond well with the reported perception of the subjects since variations in CCR lead to distinctly different sensations.

Notably, activation intensity change was also observed between the H-WT and L-WT conditions in the M1 and PMC areas. Compared with the L-WT condition, the average voxel value in the M1 area increased by 89% (*p* = 0.011, Cohen's *d* = 0.559) and 41% (*p* = 0.017, Cohen's *d* = 0.436) under H-WT and M-WT conditions, respectively. And, compared with the L-WT condition, the average voxel value of the PMC area increased significantly 69% (*p* = 0.020, Cohen's *d* = 0.485) the average voxel value of the S1 area increased significantly 94% (*p* = 0.010, Cohen's *d* = 0.627) under H-WT conditions. These results confirm that the motor-related cortex response a stronger activation to high CCR. As NMES is widely used for post-stroke rehabilitation, these findings provide an additional option for optimization of NMES treatment.

No significant difference in cortical activity was found between the H-WT and the M-ET conditions, despite an actual movement occurring under the M-ET condition. This indicates that CCR is a relatively strong influence on cortical activity during NMES and that it is unnecessary to induce actual passive limb movement to induce comparable cortical activation.

To further investigate the cooperation between neural activities among sensorimotor areas, we use partial directed coherence (PDC) to evaluate information transfer among the M1, S1, S2, and PMC regions. [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the connectivity among these areas under H-WT and L-WT conditions. Under H-WT conditions, NMES induced a significant correlation between M1 and S1, M1 and S2, and PMC and S1 (presented in [Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), while under L-WT conditions only M1 and S1 exhibited significant correlation (presented in [Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). These data may indicate that more complex sensory-motor cooperation occurs when a high CCR is applied, despite the same current intensity at the platform stage.

![Flow connectivity between sensorimotor areas under different conditions. **(A)** NMES with H-WT condition promoted connections between multiple brain functional areas when compared with non-stimulation; **(B)** NMES with L-WT condition promoted connection between M1 and S1 areas when compared with non-stimulation.](fnhum-13-00152-g0004){#F4}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Previous studies aiming to optimize NMES treatments have focused primarily on location, intensity, duration, or pulse patterns (Lagerquist and Collins, [@B21]; Muthalib et al., [@B27]; Cometti et al., [@B6]). To our knowledge, no previous reports have discussed the influence of the rising rate of stimulus current during NMES. Based on cortical excitability data, this study showed the CCR induced different sensorimotor rhythm neural activity in the S1, M1, and PMC regions, with particularly marked variation between the high CCR and low CCR conditions. This kind of task-related activities in the sensorimotor areas plays a positive role in the rehabilitation therapy of patients with central nervous system injury (Wegrzyk et al., [@B40]). A possible reason for these observations is that the high current variation during the rising stage under H-WT conditions induces a strong sensory stimulus which excites the associated sensory channel.

Numerous clinical studies have demonstrated that NMES treatment during rehabilitation can induce neural plasticity changes, leading to improvements in voluntary motor control. Neural imaging studies show that both the motor cortex and the wider sensorimotor cortex are activated during the passive movement induced by NMES (An et al., [@B1]). Additionally, even where there is no passive motor induction, neural plasticity changes can be induced by sensory stimulation or sensory feedback, such as visual perception. However, the question of how NMES sensory stimulation induces cortical reorganization remains open; multiple mechanisms have been proposed, including mirror neurons, antidromic firing of motor nerve fibers (Rushton, [@B35]), and motor learning. Currently, the consensus view is that sensory and motor stimulation can promote athletic rehabilitation. This study demonstrates that it is possible to induce stronger cortical activity in sensorimotor areas by choosing an appropriate CCR, suggesting that CCR is a factor that could be optimized to improve NMES treatment.

During neural rehabilitation, the induction of plastic changes to the central nervous system is one of the most important considerations. A reliable evaluation of neural plastic changes should be based on the long-term effects of clinical rehabilitation, which undoubtedly requires high levels of clinical resources and significant time. However, numerous studies have shown that there is a high positive correlation between the effect of clinical rehabilitation and cortical excitability during treatment (Murphy and Corbett, [@B26]; Johansson, [@B20]). In other words, cortical excitability can be used as an indicator to facilitate optimization and development of rehabilitation strategies. Many physiological measurements can be used to evaluate cortical excitability, including fMRI, fNIRS, and TMS induced MEP (Bastani and Jaberzadeh, [@B2]; Beaumont et al., [@B3]; Nardone et al., [@B29]). However, EEG based cortical excitability measurement provides the specific advantage of high temporal resolution, which allows real-time detection during NMES treatment. Moreover, the use of an electrical current in the MRI environment introduces a potential risk of injury, and it is difficult to evaluate the cortical activity in such a wide area of the sensorimotor cortex during TMS induced MEP.

The NMES evoked central nervous system activation has been demonstrated by many previous studies, which have a clear rehabilitation effect for post-stroke hemiplegia (Smith et al., [@B38]; Wegrzyk et al., [@B40]). However, continuous high current NMES may cause negative effects such as muscle fatigue, even skin burn (Gorgey et al., [@B12]). One potential solution is to use multiple channel electrical stimulation to recruit motor units following a predefined order (Reynolds et al., [@B33]). Another option is to reduce the current of electrical stimulation to reduce the potential risk of secondary damage caused by incorrect high-intensity stimulation, because sensory impairment in motor dysfunction patients may unable to accurately determine the maximum stimulation intensity they can accept (Dudley-Javoroski and Shields, [@B10]; Sayenko et al., [@B37]). Clearly, it is necessary to balance the muscle fatigue with therapeutic effects. And, a low-intensity NMES showed treatment effects similar to high-intensity NMES in stroke patients (Hsu et al., [@B17]). Although low-intensity stimulation may reduce muscle activation, task-related activation of brain functional areas is more important. For brain damage patients, task-related cortical excitability can induce neural plasticity and functional recovery (Grosse-Wentrup et al., [@B14]; Ethier et al., [@B11]). If we use cortical excitability enhancement as the optimization parameter of NMES therapy, it may be able to improve the therapeutic effect for brain damage patients. The results of cortical excitability in the sensorimotor areas during WT NMES in this and other previous studies suggest that NMES parameters could be regulated to maintain cortical excitability while significantly reducing the current of electrical stimulation (Wegrzyk et al., [@B40]). Further investigations using diverse neural imaging techniques are required, along with clinical validation studies. However, the change of CCR does not conflict with NMES intensity adjustment.

With constant maximum current, pulse duration, and frequency, the increase of total current charge meant that the sensorimotor nervous system received more stimulation, which logically seems to induce a stronger neural response. However, in our study, the total current charge under L-WT condition was the largest, but it actually induced the lowest sensorimotor cortical excitability in the plateau stage, while H-WT condition induced the highest cortical excitability with the lowest total current. Hindle reported increasing pulse duration may not be an effective strategy for increasing cortico-spinal excitability for rehabilitation (Lagerquist et al., [@B22]). In our study, we got some similar results, L-WT condition has a larger total current charge than H-WT, but it did not enhance cortical excitability. According to these results, increasing CCR induced stronger cortical activation even with the decrease of total current charge, which further proved the core effect of CCR in promoting cortical excitability.

Conclusion {#s5}
==========

In summary, this study demonstrates that the CCR in the rising stage during NMES has a significant influence on the cortical activity of sensorimotor areas by EEG analysis. High CCR NMES can evoke considerable excitability in these cortical areas, despite the use of a current intensity insufficient to cause limb movement execution. The results of this study provide new insights to facilitate optimization of NMES stimulation during rehabilitation treatment.
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